Harness the power of low expectations
with The Official Sidekick Handbook!
Must you be
the fastest rat in the race? Are you condemned to endless
grasping for fleeting glory to find fulfillment? No! This indispensable guide to the sweet sidekick life will show you
the art of being SECOND best. Eat what you want, cash
a nice paycheck, and avoid the heavy lifting while getting
co-billing! Illustrated chapters include:
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Do you really need to be Number One?
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 Locating a suitable hero
 The delicate art of ingratiation
 The critical difference between a buddy’s
support and aiding and abetting
 How to execute a winning pratfall
 Sidekick role models, from Attila the Hun’s
obscure sidekick Jimmy the Hun to Batman’s
Robin the Boy Wonder.
 The nuances of attaching yourself to a new
hero when the old one is fired
 and much more!
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H o w t o U n l e a s h Yo u r
Inner Second Banana and
Find True Happiness
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New Hero When the Old One Is Fired
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Why a

S I D EK I C K ?
Look at all those other books on the self-help
shelf. What do they all have in common? A relentless
striving to be Number One, that’s what. A crazy desire for
Top O’ The Heap-dom. An absurd need to sacrifice time,
energy, psychic and emotional resources, and your very
identity in mad pursuit of winning, whatever “winning”
means.
Must you be the fastest rat in the race? Are you condemned to endless grasping for fleeting glory in order to
find fulfillment? Does your hair have to be THAT perfect?
Do you have to keep late hours and never get enough
sleep because somebody else might get ahead of you,
whatever “ahead” means? Are shouldering endless responsibilities and worrying about that fifteen extra pounds your
only future?
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No, there is another way. And this book will show it to
you.
The Sidekick Solution, my weary friend, to the rescue.
We are convinced that deep inside most of us is an
inner sidekick, a self happy to settle for less, lower those
sights, and trade the constant struggle for “success,” whatever “success” means, for a comfortable, fulfilling, stressfree life as Second Banana. Plus, you can eat what you
want.
We’re not talking about slacking here, or extolling the
virtues of laziness. We’re talking about “The Art of UnderAchieving,” “The Seven Habits of the Highly Mediocre,”
“The Power of Positive...ly Letting Someone Else Hog the
Spotlight While You Do Just Fine, Thank You Very Much.”
Here, hungry pilgrim, is “Chicken Soup for the Sidekick.”
Do you have what it takes to be a sidekick? Yes, you
do, and these pages will show you how.

W h y a S ide k ic k ?
R easons and R ationales
1. Sidekicks are always forgiven. Go ahead, screw it
up. You don’t have to be perfect. Use the Power of Low
Expectations!
2. Avoid the heavy lifting while enjoying co-billing.
3. Eat what you want! Loosen your belt and take nap.
Who cares? You’re just a Sidekick!
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